
Discriminating People Make The Absolute Best Chambray Owners! 

They want the best…………….the best for their investment, the best for their time put in, the best in the 

long run! Nothing but the best will do and that’s the way we at Chambray like it! 

We want to get to know those DISCRIMINATING people, we want them to get to know us and the way 

we do things that leads to us having the best there is in Labradors. 

The best there is in training! 

The best there is on conditioning! 

The best there is in show management and handling! 

When it comes to Labrador Retrievers it doesn’t get any better than this. 

Well, it will get better because our adamant breeding/raising program which is the best there is, uses 

the best of the best, then breeding those best of the best to the best of the best, produces yet another 

generation of the best there is! So, with each succeeding generation, the best gets better! 

We make it plain and simple for all those that contact us daily, adding up to more than 1200 inquiries a 

year………………………if they are NOT DISCRIMINATING about where and with whom they deal with for a 

Labrador puppy, we don’t have the time for them! 

We want those that read through all the pages of information I have provided at the website! It’s all 

there in black and white, all the information that any DISCRIMINATING person needs, to be able to 

make the RIGHT decision on where to go for adding a new member to their family. 

Oh, that’s another thing; we only place our puppies and dogs in loving HOME ENVIRONMENTS!  

No Chambray puppy or dog will ever be placed with mass puppy producers or haphazard backyard 

breeders…………………NOPE, none of those………………only DISCRIMINATING folk where the puppy/dog 

will be a member of the family!      

The Best of the Best to the very Best DISCRIMINATING family! 


